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In Murray and
Calloway County
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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, July 19 1968 -

John C. Larson Is
Now Assigned To
Base In Vietnam

10* Per Copy

Law And Order, Position
Abroad Issues, Says Cook

Nesbitt L. Mathis
Of U.S. Army Now
Serving In Vietnam

Airman First Class John C.
Larson is now assigned to the
160th Tactical Reconnaisance
Squadron at Phu Cat Air Base,
Vietnam. located on the east
coast.
Larson left Murray Monday.
June 22, for Seattle, Washington, and landed at Cam Ranh
Bay, Vietnam, early Wednesday
morning, June 24. He went by
plane to Qui Nohn where he
boarded a bus for the thirty
mile trip to Phu Cat. His work
Is with the Air Intelligence.
The Murray airman is the
son of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson, 105 South 14th Street. He
is a graduate of Murray High
School. Larson has three sisKENTUCKY WRITER Jesse Stuart autographs • book for
ters, Mrs. David Sykes, the forMarsha Lynn Robertson, 9, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Harmer Diane Larson, of Crown
old 0. Robertson of Murray State University. Stuart was at
Point, Ind., Freya and Celia
Hie school Wednesday for dramatizations from four of his
Larson of Murray, and two
works by Mrs. Harlan Hodges of Murray.
brothers, Edwin and . Richard
Larson of Murray.
Airman First Class Larson
took his basic training at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas,
where he graduated highly
qualified. His advanced training was at Lowry Air Force
The Calloway County DemoBase, Colorado', and also a specThe Murray Police Departial nye weeks course on South- cratic Convention will be held
Saturday,
July
20,
at
two
p.m.
investigated a two car
ment
east Asia.
at
the
Calloway
County
Court'
,
yesterday at 9:30 a.m.
collision
Larson is a member of the
on 12th Street.
esbyterian Church 'o1 Mouse.
•
eik
Cars involved were a 1966
Murray. His address is ..as folDelegates to the state Demo- Rambler two door hardtop drilows:
cratic convention in Louisville ven by Thelma H. Parham of
AlC John C. Larson
will be elected at the meeting Almo Route One, and a 1965
AF1174297
Ford Mustang convertible dri460th Tactical Reconnaisance on Saturday.
ven by Ann Waldrop Griffin of
Sqd.
•
All interested persons are Hazel Road. Murray.
APO San Francisco,
The Parham car was travelurged to attend
California 96368.
ing north on 12th Street. and
,attempting to make a right turn,
when the Griffin car hit the
Parham car in the rear end,
according to the police report.
Damage was reported to the
rear end of the Parham car
and to the frOnt ; end of the
Griffin car.
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Nesbitt L. Mathis, son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. M. Mathis of MurMarlow Cook, candidate for These are the real issues, Judge
ray Route Five, left July 13
from Seattle, Washington, and the United States Senate on the Cook continued.
Hats off to the Little League
has now arrived for US. Army Republican ticket, was in MurHe continued that when peoray yesterday speaking in sup- ple turn to the Federal governManager who plays all of his
service in Vietnam.
boys every game, regardless of
Mathis volunteered for the port of his candidacy. Judge ment they find "it floundering
their ability. How many times
around in indecision".
Army in May 1967 and took
have we attended Little League
his basic training at Fort Polk,
In answer to the question of
games to see some little felLa. He graduated in January of
why Kentucky generally has a
low sit there on the bench for
Democratic state administration
this year from the U.S. Prigame after game and never get
and Republican Senators, Judge
mary Helicopter School at Fort
to play. Winning is important,
Wolters, Texas.
Cook said that he felt that this
ut the spirit and feelings of
The Army man was then
had a deep meaning and india little boy are important too.
cated that people vote for their
sent to the U.S. Army Aviation
United States Senators on natSchool at Fort Rucker, Ala.,
Middle age is that difficult perional issues rather than local
graduating from there on June
lad between juvenile delin17.
issues.
quency and senior citizenship
Mathis is a 1964 graduate of
Judge Cook said that he felt
when you have to take care of
Calloway County High School
that Senator Cooper's and
yourself.
Morton's support for Neland attended Murray State UniThomas C. Doran, Jr.
versity. He was employed by the
son Rockefeller for president
Lady calls and says if you get
Liberty Super Market before enwill not affect their support for
hot peppers on your hands
tering the service.
him even though he. favors fore while canning, use vinegar to
The soldier was married to
mer Vice-President Nixon for
stop the burning. It works she
the former Jeanne Lovins,
the presidency. Both will be in
says, better than lotion, etc.
Kentucky to work for Judge
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Lovins of Murray Route
Cook, he continued.
W• tried to hard boil some eggs
Four, on January 27, 1967. She
He said that he felt that the
Marlow Cook
thought
the other day and we
has been with her husband durdialogue in the Republican parwe had cooked them enough,
ing his training in the states;
ty will lead to greater unity,
Cook visited the Murray Rotary
but apparently we had not We
but is now residing here and is
while the dialogue in the DeClub where he spoke and also
figured anything that boiled amocratic party will lead to furemployed at Murray State Univisited in several business
round like those eggs did had
ther dissension. "The dialogue
versity.
houses.
to be cooked.
Thomas Clifton Doran, Jr..
Mathis' address is as follows:
within the Democratic party
interview
at
the
Ledger
In
an
tow of -Mr. and Mrs. T. C. DoWO Nesbitt L. Mathis
has not been the dialogue of
Judge
Cook
said
and
Times,
:A Me.--iiieFlf1s..71Mies C. Claypool ran, West 1Vfain Sfreet, Murray,
choice but has been the diaW3160896
that he was well pleased with
are building a new home on has completed all requirements
17th Aviation Group
logue of condemnation". He
the reaption that he had re- pointed out that the RepubliMelrose which will have an for the degree of Doctor of Mu-..
APO San Francisco,
ceived in Murray. In answer to
atrium. If you don't know what sic at Northwestern University,
California 96240.
can party this year had several
a question concerning the at- good candidates front which to
an atrium is, call a Roman fri- Evanston, Ill.
Peden
against
him
tack
of
Miss
end and let him fill you
choose at the convention with
and as to what the real issues
Doran will be awarded the
all of them promising support
are in the campaign Judge Cook
degree in the commencement
Judge Marlow Gook was a
for the winning candidate.
said "It would be an affront to
yesterday. A personable fee exercises on Thursday, August
Judge Cook spoke to a numthe people of the Common- ber of people while on his vislow, he talks easily and is highrun
anywere
to
wealth
if
you
former
Murray
man
reThe
makes
quite
He
ly articulate.
Rev. R. Layne Shanklin of thing as important as a Senate it here and made stops in other
ceived his bachelor and master's
al an impression.
Tenn., will be campaign against other people West Kentucky towns in supMcLemorsville,
degrees from Northwestern. He
at the revival other than the candidate that port of his candidacy.
evangelist
the
The U. S. S. Pueblo was seized is a member of Pi Kappa Lambheld at the you are running against. To
be
services
to
178 days ago with its crew, by da. Doran graduated Cum laude
Brooks Chapel United Method- think that Katherine (Peden)
Northwestern.
from
Koreans.
North
the
ist Church, located 14 miles would be so naive as to run a
Dr. Doran is a member of the
east of Dexter off Highway campaign against the governor
faculty
at
Albion
College,
Al
Clark
Attorney General Ramsey
1346.
rather than against me is to
told a group of mayors the bion, Mich., where he is assocServices will be held at 7:30 say that everybody in the Comlate professor of music.
iOsiun::dclen Pur- from Athin by irresponsiWit
The
other day the following:
p.m. each night starting Sun- monwealth does not remember
Doran presented his Doctor- chase Area Economic Opport- people."
"Half your people want more
day, July 21, and continuing that 1 am the fellow that tried
"We should get a committee,
justice and half your people al Recital on June 29 at North- unity Council here last night
through Saturday. July 27.
to beat him a year ago. For inwant more law and order. Your western. This recital is present- decided to talk over its many go to Washington and tell them
The church pastor, Rev. John 'fence it would be rediculous
the
story,"
of
the
EconoBrown
partial
fulfillment
of
said
who
ed
in
Office
problems with
"Unless
job is to convince those
Bradley, and the members of for me to come down here and
wream
do
s.,,
,we won't have any prowant law and order that we requirements for the degree,of mic Opportunity officials in g
Word has been received of
the church invite the public to make an entire speech and say
Washington.
need more justice and those Doctor of Music.
the death of Mrs. Nora Edwards
As promised, the board meet- who died Wednesday at eight rttend these services to hear that the association between
His selections were "Adagio
The meeting adjourned after
who want justice that we need
The Murray Little League
Shanklin. former pastor the governor and me is no
in B Minor, K. 540" by Wolf- only 20 minutes for a lack of a ing was picketed by members of p.m. at an East St. Louis, Ill , Rev.
more law and order."
concludes its regular season
church.
the
-crt
there near as close as the as- today, Friday evening, July 19.
Thereeverything cleae'gang Amadeus Mozart; "Parini quorum for both the old board The Purchase Area Poor Peo- hospital.
sociation between former gov- The final standings of the eightNo. 1 in B Flat" by Johann of directors and the new board ples Committee, a rival group
Mrs. Edwards, age 83, was
of dissidents who want the the wife of the late Ivan B. Edernor Breathitt and Miss Pe- team league will be compiled
Sebastian Bach; "Twelve Baga- of directors.
den. These are not the issues." over the weekend, with the first
telles '(1952)" by George RochOf the old board of 34 mem- PAEOC dissolved and 0E0 wards of the Backusburg comJudge Cook went on to say division teams participating in
berg; "Estampes (1903)" by bers, 10 were present. Twelve funding for itself.
munity in Calloway County.
"law and order, our position a post-season tournament consMembers of the Poor Peoples She was the daughter of the
Claude Debussy; "Nocturne in members of the new board of
abroad, the position of t he mencing next Monday evening,
Committee carried signs in late Frederick and Sally Giner
B Major, Opus 32, No. I", "Ma- 31 were present.
farmer, where we are going,
zurka in C Major, Opus 68, No.
Graves County Judge Dick front of City Hall reading: of the Backusburg community.
Rev. R. A. Slinker, retired and what is our destination". July 22.
"Lies",
"Deceit",
1", "Mazurka in G Minor, Opus Castleman, acting chairman of "Fraud",
Survivors are one daughter, Baptist missionary, now residThe first game next Monday
67, No. 2", and Ballade in 7 the board of directors, will con- "Shame", and "Down With Mrs. Frank (Verble) Langelle of
evening, which will start at six
ing with his wife and grandson
Minor, Opus -52", all by Fred- tact the Mid-Atlantic Office of PAEOC".
East St. Louis, Ill.; one son, on the Oaks Country Club
p.m., wilt pit the first place re
The Poor Peoples Committee Pryor Edwards of Phoenix, AriOM to make arrangements for
eric Chopin.
gular season winner againsethe
Murray. was mentioned
Road,
also picketed at PAEOC elec- zona; three sisters, Mrs.. Noble
Doran's mother, Mrs. T. C. a meeting.
fourth place team. The second
the column, "Kentucky Baptions of poverty people to the Palmer of Arlington, Va., Mrs. in
Doran, attended the recital in
game Monday will be between
tist Historical Highlights" in
new
board
of
Evanston.
directors. Their Wilbur Usher of Mayfield Route
By JAMES 0. JACKSON
The PAEOC in the past few
the second and third place
this week's issue of the state
Funeral services for Mrs. Eu- teams. On Wednesday evening,
Mr. Doran will sail July
months has been racked by in- boycott efforts were at least a Four, and Miss Audie Guier of 'Baptist paper. "Western ReYork City for a seven ternal dissent which has result- partial success.
la Wells, formerly of Murray July 24, the two losers from
Mayfield; two brothers, Q. T
PRAGUE tiPt — Czech Com- from New
The PPC chartered a bus last Guier of Murray and Ira Guier corder".
South America ed in administrative confusion
Route Three, will be held Sat- Monday, night's games will face
munist leader Alexander Dub- weeks tour of
years ago, July 15, 1943,
In
25
urday at two p.m. at the chapel each other, starting at six p.m.
The music professor is a for- and 0E0 funding only through night to take 40 of,iti sympath- of Dundin, Fla.; three grandcek today battled party Stali"R. A. Stinker, district
said
it
izers to the meeting. They ar- children; two great grandchilMiss Lillian Wat- Aug. 1.
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Following thisC game the two
nists over his defiance of the mer student of
for the General Asmissionary
served seven
Home with Rev. Eurie Mathis Monday night winners will
In fact, the Mid-Atlantic Of- rived just as the meeting end- dren. One son died in infancy.
Kremlin and his program of ters of Murray. He
sociation of Baptists in KenU.S. fice of 0E0 all but condemned ed and applauded at the plight
officiating. Burial will be in square off for the tournament
in
the
one-half
years
held
and
be
will
services
Funeral
democratic reform. In Moscow
tucky. preached the second serof the PAEOC.
the
Ivy Cemetery.
the
Ill.
Army.
Louis,
PAEOC
in
an
St.
East
evaluation
reSaturday
in
championship.
the Soviets hinted at an Hunmon in the newly-constructed
Bernie O'Neil, a key PPC Burial will be in the Valhalla
Mrs. Wells, age 71, wife of
port. Since then it has turned
In between the two Wednesin
garian type intervention
Russell
of
the
sanctuary
the late Clay Wells who died day night games will be a brief
down plans for reorganization organizer, walked into the Cemetery near Collinsville, Ill.
Czechoslovakia.
Baptist
Kentucky,
Springs,
November 1, 1956, passed away presentation of awards cereand refusofi to grant funding meeting room moments before
TWO CITED
Church."
Dubcek, his friends and foes
adjournment.
Tuesday at Allen Park, Mich. mony. All graduating 12 year
past Aug. 1.
father
of
the
is
Rev. Stinker
In the divided party central
"Ha! Ha", he chuckled loudShe was a member of the Lib- olds will receive a pin for their
Two persons were cited by
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr.
committee, debated the fate of
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis, ly as the meeting adjourned in
erty Cumberland Presbyterian achievement and all star caps
his reform policy in the baroq- the Murray Police Department a board member, said he re- despair. "Best meeting I've ever
Church.
will be presented to the 18 all
ue splendor of Hrdcany Castle's on Thursday. They were f3r ceived..a telephone call Thurs- been to."
Survivors are two sons, Oran star players selected by the
violations
and
disrecurfew
300-year-old Spanish hall. The
!Miss Beverly Ann Paschall
day from Sheila Delaney, an
and Radford Wells of Allen league managers and coaches.
first party secretary opened the garding a stop sign.
and Jerry M. Burkeen are two
ODO• analyst for Mid-Atlantic,
Park, Mich., one brother, HarEd Overbey, this year's leashowdown meeting with a reof the 27 Western Kentucky
wilting when the PAEOC would
din 'Giles of Murray, and one gue president, expressed his apport on Eastern Europe's greatamong
298
seniors
school
high
Kentucky
The West
Rural granddaughter, Mrs. Rodney preciation to the many parents
agree to talk over its problem.t.
est crisis since Red army tanks
senior high school students in Telephone Cooperative will hold George.
Judge Castleman will make
and other Murray citizens who
crushed
Hungarian
freedom
named by the Uni- its annual meeting at 10 a.m.
the arrangements within the
The J. II—Churchill Funeral have given so unstintingly and
The quarterly meeting of the 97 counties
fighters 12 years ago.
Kentucky Alumni Are Saturday at the Mayfield-Graves Home is in charge of the ar- generously of their time and efversity
next few days.
Woman's Missionary Union of
In Moscow, the Soviets for
After a roll call which show- the Blood River Baptist Assoc- sociation to receive the associa- County Fairgrounds.
rangements and friends may fort to this year's program.
the first time made charges of
P. L. Fink, general manager call there.
ed there was a quorum for nei- iation will be held Monday, July tion's 1968 award for "high
• American aggression plans for
of the cooperative in Mayfield,
ther board, Sam Porter, acting 22, at ten am, at the First Mis- scholastic achievement".
Czechoslovakia and of anti- by United Press International executive director of PAEOC, sionary Baptist Church, BenThe awards, established five said that free door prizes will
Communist rebel plots in its
years ago, are given to graduat- be awarded at the meeting and
Partly cloudy to occasionally asked for adjournment.
ton.
ing seniors designated by high that entertainment will be proonetime satellite. The charges cloudy with scattered thunderInstallation of the new board
Rev. James Buie, summer
came in the party newspaper showers today and mainly south- — whose membership was arover the state. vided prior to the business sea-,
student missionary of the Land school principals
Ed Overbey, Little League
Pravda. It published an editor- east early tonight. High today rived at hurriedly Thursday
given certificates sion.
Between the Lakes resort area, Recipients are
President, has made arrangeial pledging "all
necessary 80s east to low 90s west. Low morning — by the old board
of achievement Enid recognition
There will be a barbecue
will be the morning speaker.
ments for a film showing callhelp" from the Soviets in main- tonight mostly in the 60s. Sat- was the seventh item of buslunch at noon, he added.
pins.
Featured speaker for the afed "Baseball's Incredible Year
taining Red rule in Czechoslo- urday clear to partly cloudy, iness on the agenda. Porter
Miss Paschall was the valeBill Powell, roving editor of
ternoon will be Rev. V. Paul
Mrs. Mary Beale Cromwell of —1967" to be held this coming
vakia.
dictorian of the senior class of the PaducahSun Democrat will
cooler and less humid. Chance pointed-out.
Hill, missionary with the InSoviets Threaten
The board had been criticized
School, Mr. Bur- be guest speaker for the oc- Murray, teacher at Forest Hills Saturday afternoon. July 20, at
Murray
High
of a few locally severe thunderdians in the Salt River ReservaElementary School, Paducah, is five p. m. in the boys' gym,
y 0E0 for conducting butiness
keen was the valedictorian of asion.
storms today.
tion, Liki, Arizona.
In the Soviet capital, the
attending the Association of Carr Health Building, Murray
the senior, class of Calloway
without a quorum at its last
New officers will be installPravda reports gave a clear
Classroom
Teachers of the Nat- State University.
School.
meeting
County
High
here
June 18.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
ed who include. Mrs. John GoThe 55 minute film shows
sign the Russians, although
ional Edtication Association Na"What can we legally do"
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)
hoping to avoid it, are clearly The five-day Kentucky weather asked Dr. Ray Moefield of 'Pa- heen of Calvert City, president,
tional Conference at Stillwater, the highlights on major league
and Mrs. Albert Crider of Murbaseball during the 1967 seaready for intervention to pre- outlook, Saturday through Wed- ducah. a board member.
Oklahoma, this week.
"We've ray,
Dear Editor:
son. There is no admission
vice-president.
serve what they consider Com- nesday:
The
Murray
woman
is
one
of
already
received
a
,
verbal
Since the death of Mrs. Lur
The devotion and reports will
charge and it is hoped in parmunist security and ideology
twenty-one
persons
from
the
spanking
for
doing
Temperatures will average 2
business be on the
teen Wallace, Governor of the
morning program.'
ticular that all those boys and
In London, UN diplomatic degrees above
Dr, Clegg Austin has return- State of Alabama, Tuesday, May Paducah schools attending the
the normal 87-90 without a quorum."
A sack lunch will be served
participated
correspondent K. C. Thaler highs and 83-72dlows.
Board member Curlee Brown
ed to Murray and the Houston- 7. 1968, I have watched almost 11 day conference on the Okla- their parents who
and the nursery will be open.
in this summer's Little League,
quoted high diplomatic sources
McDevitt Clinic to practice Pe- all of the TV news programs homa State University campus.
Rainfall will toal near a half of l'aducah proposed the new
Women of all Baptist chur, •
as saying the Soviets are try
Mrs. Cromwell is a member Park League, Kentucky League
diatrics. He has spent two years in hopes of seeing films of this
inch about the middle of next board and old board sit down. ches
in Calloway and Marshall
ing to arrange a weekend meetmake- arrangements for going
with the U. S. Army and was Wonderful woman and her fam- of the .executive board of the and Pony League baseball proweek
ing of Dubcek and Leonid It
Paducah Education Association. gram will find time ,to attend.
to Washington and "straighten counties are invited to attend. Chief of Pediatrics at Darnall ily. I waited for the
President
Brezhnev, the Soviet party first
this whole mess out."
Army Hospital. Ford H 00 d, of the United States to issue a Mrs. Martha Dell Sanders of
_
secretary, The sources said the .Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m. 374, -"We have to take
FAIR CONTESTANT
some con-Texas.
statement proclaiming a day of Paducah president of the KEA,
meeting may take place near down 0.1; below dam 301.7, no crete, definite
NOW YOU KNOW
action," Brown
While there his Pediatric ser- sorrow as he did for Martin is also attending the meeting
the Czech-Soviet frontier_ They change.
Miss Linda Billington of Mursaid.
vice instituted the first Day Luther King. I was very disap- The theme of the 'conference
said Breihnev hopes to presBarkley Laker 7 a.rn 357.4
is ''effective Utilization of Hu- ray will be a cOntestant in the
'
re being harassed from
by United Press •Internatishat. Camp for the mentally retard- pointed that
Governor Wallace's
sure Dubcek into making con. dawn 0.1; belo% darn 303, up the top down,
man and Natural Resources — contest for the 1968 Jackson
The world's largest lake is ed knovni in the ATMS—system. funeral was not shown
the bottom up
live for
•
7
cessions under the threat of 0 2
•
Implications for Educational Purchase Fair Queen to be held
and from either side." Brown the Caspian Sea,.143,550 square • His office will be opened on
Russian armed intenentiorr.
Sunrise 5.51; sunset 814.
Tuesday night at Mayfield.Change".
Monday, July 22
added "We're being destroyed miles.
(Continued on Back Page)
,

Friendly Greetini;

Thomas Doran
Geis Doctor
Music Degree

cal-

ler

1.

ator

County Democratic Two Car Collision
Convention Planned Occurs Thursday
On Twelfth Street

Brooks Chapel To
Hold Revival Meet

Purchase Area EOC Meet
Here Stymied; Picketed

ermined as
negun, the
ordiophoto)

sen-

Little League
TeamsIn
Final Game

Mrs. Nora Edwards
Dies Wednesday In
Last SC.-Louis

Czech Leader
Battles Party
Stalinists

R. A. Slinker Is
Featured In Paper

Funeral Saturday
For Mrs. Wells

2.0

Two Seniors Named
By The University

Telephone Coop To
Hold Annual Meet

Blood River WMU
To Meet Monday

u.p.nREPORT
WEATHER
.

a

Mrs. Cromwell Is
Attending Meet At
Stillwater, Okla.

Baseball Film Will
Be Shown Saturday

Letter To Editor

Dr. Clegg Austin
Back In, Murray
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THE LEDGER & TIMES -ABC To Televise Championship Golf;

PUBLISHED by LEDGE • TIKES PUBLISHINO COMPANY.
Sac.. Coneolidation of the Murfay Ledger, The Calioway Times, and
The Tunes-Hers.kt, October 30, 1921. and the Weattentucklan,
January 1. 1942
1113 N. Rh Street, Murray. Kaataaky USTI

Cook's Jewelry
it:1500 MAIN STREET Diatrrri,.

The Council of California
Growers says increased mechanization will not substantially
reduce the need for field labor
on state farms In the immediate

Marsha Russell come to

an an. Happening to America?"
Edwin future.
Newman disc u.sses matters with
"But within 5-10 years. the
'Premiere" on CBS has a various promine
nt citizens In picture coukl, change conside
ralkeehour drama not previously many fields.
ably," says the council, "espeOR the air, "Braddock", starring
Saturday
cially if meehanieal harvesters
Thse Suncoe
NBC has the usual two after- and other labor-saving devices
Tuesday
noon major league baseball now in the experimental stages
"Showcase '68" on NBC comes games. but and
times are not become successful."
from the University of Illinois. now available.
--------Singer Carmen McRae is the, "ABC's
Wide
World
of
guest star. Two instrumental 'Sports" has schedul
ed the naCovers All
groups and two ovcalists are tional sky diving
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 2Sc, rag
championships
Sunday
in
the
contest.
month $1.10. In Calloway and adjoining counties. Per year. 010:
at atarana, Ariz., the world
The San Diego and St Louis
BRISTOL England
'Phyllis Diller is guest hostess karting champio
Zones 1 & 2, $0.00, Elsewhere $11.00. All aervice adiscrtgations $1.00 teams'play in the
nships at 'Ve- When Miss Grace
North AmerChristina
on
the
CBS
"Showt
ime"
Hour.
vey. Switzerland and the na- Munro who
lean Soccer League game teleOwletaadIng Chris Anima ed a Ossmannaly le the
loved
animals,
Appearing also are Frankie tional_ aurfing champio
cast by CBS.
nships in drew up her 99 694 pound
Integrity eif Its New/papa°
Vaughan. Anita Harris, Dickie Hawaii.
ABC broadcasts play on the
$229,000) will she made sure
Henderson and Michael Bent. In NBC's "The
final holes on the last round the.
Prisoner" epi- none was forgotten
sode, the hero goes on trial for
of the PGA tourney at San
After bequests to the local
NBC's "Tuesday Night at the an escape attempt.
FRIDAY -- JULY 19, 1968
zoo and zoological society, as
Antonia, Tex.
Movies" screens 'Mister MoeNBC's "SSaturday Night at well as Guide Dogs for the
'The 21st Century" on CBS
repeats "The Human Heart," es," starring Robert Mitchum. the Movies" screens "Moment Blind, Miss Munro set aside 20
Wednesday
to Moment," starring Jean Se- pounds $48 "for providing
a study of newest techniques
"The ABC Wednesday Night berg and Sean
loaf sugar for the horses of the
intreating heart disease
Garrison.
Movie" screens "Ski Party"
mounted police of Bristol."
The Walt Disney Hour on
Abstain from all appearance of evil.
starring Frankie Avalon and
NBC has the concluding half
Dwayne Hickman.
-1 Thessalonians 5:22. of the filmed adventu
re. "The
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
"The Dom DeLoise show.
Wastasmall rule to follow! And yet it brings great- Mystery
on
of .Edward Sims". in
CBS
has
another
group
gme
soai
o
s
i
ts
ngs
t
est rewards and satisfaction.
which cub rePerter Gallegher , and
tM.11d11114
- ACROSS
3.4.inusu-at
sketches, with
#3--11511W 511141:3L-JUU
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YEAR-END CLEARANCE SALE
Al! New 1968 Cadillacs
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POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
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You'll Always Find A-1 Used Cars at Parker
.Motors...Drop By Today and See
701 Main Street
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Sweet Victory for Player
GARY PLAYER kisses the British Open golf championship cup
at
Carnoustie, Scotland, after winning his first tourney in three
years
and his second British title.
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HOLCOMB CHEVROLET, INC.

But we do have 100 new cars and
•
trucks to choose from!
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1 Holcomb Chevrolet, Inc.
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THE GREATEST CLEANUP SALE EVER!!
•

•
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Small Pal Races to Aid
Of Wynn With 'C' Note
HOUSTON, Tex. — Some players may have bigger fan clubs
than
Jim Wynn. But none has a more loyal fan than Wynn's No.
1 supporter, nine-year-old Harold Walker, Jr.
In the past, young Walker has presented gifts to Jim, including
a
gold toothpick (Wynn plays with a toothpick in his mouth)
and a to
cannon in recognition of Wynn's sobriquet. Wynn, in turn, has givon
Harold autographed balls and one of his own gloves and has
helped
instruct the youngster's Little League team.
But Harold now has made the ultimate gesture. Upon----learning
Wynn had been fined $100 on a charge of not hustling,- _Harold
took
action.
He told his parents he wanted to draw $100 out of his savings account to pay Wynn's fine. They agreed.
On June 4, Harold called Wynn over to the railing in the
Astrodome and presented him with a cashier's check for
Wynn accepted the check, although he had no plans to cash
it. He
had a photostatic copy made of it for framing and later
returned the
check to the boy.

GOING ON VACATION?
Let Us Safety Check Your Car!
Offering our . . .

FREE AIR CONDITIONER INSPECTION
for all your service needs, see . . .

Holcomb. Chevrolet, Inc.
Bill Wilson. service m•r. - Murra , K .

with the best selection of colors, models and
equipment in West Kentucky!
OVER 100 NEW CARS AND TRUCKS
Many with Air Conditioning

up to $1,000.00 off list!
WE WILL TAKE ANY REASONABLE DEAL!
No Down Payment with Good Credit
Low, Low Financing
See: Don Watson • J. H. Nix Ltlyde Steele • Charley Jenkins
South 12th Street

4,

•

Murray, Ky.

o
•
o
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National League
W- I-- Pct. GB
St. Louis 59 32 .648
Atlanta
50 41 .549 9
Phila
46 42 .523 111
/
2
San Fran. 46 45 505 13
Cincinnati
43 45 489 141
/
2
Chicago
45 48 484 15
New York 43 50 462 17
Pittsburgh
42 50 457 171
/
2
Los Angeles 42 50 457 171
/
2
Houston
39 53 424 211
/
2
Thursday's Results
New York 3 Pittsburgh 0
Loa Ang. at Cm n ppd rain
Atlanta 7 Houston 1
San Fran 3 St Louis 0
Only games scheduled
,
Today's Probable Pitchers
Pittsburgh, Moose 3-6 at Atlanta. Reed 9-4, 8:05 p m
Chicago, Jenkins 9-10 at L6s
Angeles, Osteen 7-13, 11 p.
Philadelphia, Wise 6-5 at Cincinnati, Arrigo 4-5, 8:05 p m.
Houston, Wilson 6-11 at San
Francisco, Perry 8-7, 11 p m.
New York, Jackson 2-4 at St.
Louis Washburn 7-3, 9 p. m.
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, night
Chicago at Los Angeles, nigh
Phila at 'Cincinnati, night
Houston at San Francisco
New York at St. Louis .
'
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Summer Clearance Sale
This includes all Summer Stock
— not just
hand picked items — all new styles

SUITS
Borenstein-Bennett of

Washington,
at
pniiarm
B. R°
2_077r:d30 0p
4.
m.
Cleveland, Tiant 15-5 at New
York Peterson 6-4, 8 p. m.
Saturday's Games
Oakland at Minnesota
California at Chicago
Baltimore at Detroit
Cleveland at New York
Washington at Boston

ot2-6-439

Rob Ray and Buddy Buckingham
announce the purchase of the Don Souder
Shop for Men and it will be known
as Buckingham Ray Ltd. Your patronage
will be appreciated.

We are low on good used cars and
trucks. For the best deal ever, see

SUNDAY, JULY 21
2-4
p. m.—vaircer . . . St.
Louis vs. San Diego . . Ch. 5.
• ••
3:304 p m
Highlights .
Ch. 4
••
4-6 p m —PGA Champion•
•
ship, final round
•
Ilt*****-1114#4tle*****-14s.***
round • • •
**1111414u#414-4tai.aial#1 Ch. 5.

•
•

Ailli PUWEER.

•

— —
Harold Walker, Jr., and Jim Wynn

o

USED CARS!!

•

cf1INIMIRDE

By FRED DOWN
Sox defeated the Baltimore OrUPI Sports Writer
ioles 2-1, the Minnesota Twins
A young pro and an old pr whipped the Boston Red Sox 7-2
praise their 1968 pitching feats and the New York Yankees
by different standards, although scored a 4-1 triumph over the
each respects the other's point Washington Senators in the onof view.
ly games scheduled.
"What we're all striving for
Pro Performance
is to keep our earned run avSeaver, the "hard luck" piterages under two runs a game," cher of the majors who has
said 23-year-old Tom Seaver of won six of his last seven dethe New York Mets after he cisions, pitched a six-hitter,
beat the Pittsburgh Pirates 3-0 struck out 10 and walked only
Thursday night and reduced his one in what the trade c,alls a
ERA -to -1-111-. "The wins come "-professional job." Al IIEBean
and go but I just try to pitch matched Seaver's shutout
pitwell."
ching for five innings but the
"Winning is better," com- Mets. rallied for all their runs
mented 29-year-old Juan Mari- in the sixth after filling the
chal of the
Francisco bases with none out on Bud
San
Giants, after he pitched a four- Harrelson's single, Cleon Jones'
hit 3-0 triumph over the St. walk and a bunt single
by Art
Louis Cardinals.
Shamsky. One run scored as
"Winning is the name of the Ed Kranepool hit into
a force
game. Still, Seaver, Jerry Koos- play at second base
and Jerry
man and Nolan Ryan are the Grote and Phil Linz
followedf
three best young pitchers I've with run-scoring singles.
ever seen on one team," pariMarichal, who squared his
; chat added referring to the lifetime slate with the
CardiMets' fine staff.
nals at 15-15, pitched his 13th
Difference In Recors
complet game and 19th in 23
, Seaver has only an 8-6 won- starts this season. He
also coni lost record but his 1.81 ERA is tributed a run-scoring
single
the third lowest among start- to the Giants' two-run
seconding pitchers in the National inning.
League. Marichal has a 2.31
Jarvis rolled to his 10th win
ERA, which ranks eighth among against, six loses behind
a nineNL starting pitchers, but his hit -attack featured by
Tommie
won-lost record is a brilliant 17- Aaron's four runs batted
in on a
4 and he has a good chance three-run triple and
a single.
to , become the first 30-game Jarvis was in trouble
in the
winner in the major leagues first inning when two walks
and
since Dizzy Dean in 1934.
a single by Hector Torres led
Pat Jarvis, who has not as to the Astros' run,
but then
yet achieved feats that spur yielded only
one more hit and
reporters to ask him about his one walk over
the next eight
theories of pitching, turned in innings.
a two-hitter to give the Atlanta
Braves a 7-1 triumph over the
CHANGE LINEUP
Houston Astros in Thursday's
NEW YORK tPtl — Catcher
only other National League Paul Casanova and outfielde
r
game Los Angeles at Cincin- Hank Allen were recalled
Wednati was rained out and the nesday by the Washington
Senother teams were not schedul- ators from their Buffalo
farm
ed.
club in the International LeagIn the American League, the ue.
Detroit .Tigers beat the Oakland. To make room for the
two
Athletics 3-1, the Chicago White minor league players
the Senators sent down outfielder Sam
N'eaes•e•-Nwereobeescsoy4raair.'. Bowens and
infielder Frank
Coggins.

Reg $84 95 Suits —
Reg $79.95 Suits —

New Haven

y2 Price

ioq

Now $42.48

Off ..

Now $4788

Reg $69.95 Suits — 40% Off
___
Reg. $64.95 Suits — 40% Off

Now $41.88
Now $38.88

Reg $59.95 Suits — 1,4 Price

Now $29.98

Reg $55.00 Suits -- 1/2 Price

-

Now $27.50

SPORT COATS
Reg. $55.00 Sport Coat

35'; Off

Now $35.75

Reg $49.95 Sport Coat — 35O
Off
Reg $45.00 Sport Coat — 35';
Off
Reg $39.95 Sport Coat -- 35r, Off

_ Now $3250
Now $29.50
Ncw $19.50

SLACKS
All Summer Dress Slacks — Reg $12.00 to
$23.00

SHIRTS
Reg. $8.00 to $9.50

:Now $5.95 or 2 for $10.75 - 3 for
$16.50
Now $4.95 or 2,for $ 9.50 - 3 for $13
50
Now $3.95 or 2 for $ 7.25 - 3 fcr $10.50

Reg. $7.50 to $7.95
Reg. $6 50 to $6.95

All Neckwear - Stripes & Clubs
Fall Sweaters -

& Pull Overs

% Price
% Price

Sale Starts Sat. July 20
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cover will allow. that chair
should 1 handle at*
and five sent gifts 'who were Silents of lemon punch. white
KATHY
The table was -covered with unable to attend,
to change Its character when
Truly Pine
TR-111181
rake squares decorated in yel• DEAR KATHY' Be even more persistent than
you want • c.hange, and at
he, TeU the
Moderate coat • This way you
y atoll( man that it's more painful to
cut off a pupp dog's tail
can have color, 'and change
an inch at a time. Better to do it with one clean
whack. And
the whole scheme next year
(lost accept any. more dates with him
with minor replacements
Beautiful colors and texcg
DEAR ABBY I wouldn't miss- your column for the
tures are • feature of the
world
new upholstery fabrics, sees
It's better than the comic strios
In our new furniture dispbays
JOHN C. QUERTF_.RMOUS, M.D.
But Abby I am getting a little weary of those
ichats who
and in our fabrics for reupwrite to you and ask • How can I tell my friends and
neighbors
holstering Whether you want
Announces the rerro,val of his offices for the
not to psi drop in to visit me at odd hours when I
want to nap,
bold or muted tones, plains
or
do
something
around
the
house
or just
or patterns, you'll be delightalone'.
I will tell you what I do I hang a sign outside
practice of InterIMI Medicine
ed with the selection we have
my door
which reads "I am napping Please do not ring
right now ta upholstered
or knock
furniture by leading makers.
unless it's an emergency Come back at 4
to
m
Then I go
Come in and look them over,
about my business reedlike, napping.
painting. Of doing
whatever I want to do in privacy.
-cry Dt"),Iwy'
205 South Eighth Street
„
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SECOND CHILDIlimili
Just put it
rl or before
dews to tbe very old wise lad the very "ming
man. He may we
be old er,ough to know better but yon should
be
TERIORS
July 25, 1968
Everybody has a problem Wbara years? r. a
Nortbside Shopping
persoaalreply write to Abby. Bos 0740, Los Angeles, Cal.. 96049
Mine will be closed on--.1n1F-23(e - 1 ter
sad
111141-24
•
recluse
a
stamped,
self-addressed eavel•PePhone 753-1474,
By
Appointment
HATE TO WRITE IXTTERST SEND Si TO ABBY. BOX
, OPEN THURSDAY AHD
Wet LOB ANGF.LES. CAL.. 90109, FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET,
e1UDAY MOWS
"HOW TO WRITE I.F:TTER.S FOR ALI. 04'CASIONS •"
UNTIL in
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Miss Asti
Pledges Vows With
Hugh Hunt At First Baptist Church
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Mrs. Earl Miller
Hostess For Meet
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SHIRLEY'S
GARDENING TIPS

6
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1j TEMPERAIURE

1AL 753-6363
PEOPLES BANK

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

"Dean -7464.-
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How to Protect Girl

Nome

Carolyn Wilson
With
rBridal Shower

Aecoretheir

Ifew

Patsy Falwell
Honored At Shower
Spiceland Home

t
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SHIRLEY GARDEN
ORR

. Murray Loan Co.
(MONEY HEADQUARTERS
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siting her daughiert Miller and

runts

.EY'S
NG TIPS

'OHT
er can have a
puoply at all

wench is made
capacious spot
Into this la
nit that will
id decay into
ass clIPPings
piaat trash.
to 3 inch layer
0(1 eacti foot •
tire Sertnkle
ie on top of
• Slope the
that the hasp
the top and
depression on
face to hold
months. turn
'inside our
After S to
be ready to
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'Marvels Are
!lowest In
•LNicotine

Pall 71311 and
Cznimander.

Philip

Morris

• Mc.rvels, the test
Next t3
fitind the 1;'.vest tar content in
meolhal Marvels at 5.2 mg in
the 85mm length followed 'og
rnmpenthal M:frvels in the
sr.mo length with 6.4 mg.

SACRIFICE!!

WRITES FIRST TIME -EVERY TIME

49
44(
4
1:
17.

Ledger & Times
OFFICE SUPPLY
103 No. 4th 153-1916
Gale Garrison; Mgr.

SACRIFICE!!

REG. TO $65.00

FINE MEN'S

Store

ALL FIRST CLOTHING
UALITY

THIS RISALE

SACRIFICE!!

REG. TO $12.95

Only 101 Pair

REG.

Nationally

sed Brands

Select from a very large group of extra fine
quality Sport Coats. Many styles, patterns,
colors.

Regular '37.50

Sale $2396
....•

DRESS STRAW
HATS

$1.97

(2 for '12.00)
.
$11097

(2 for '20.00)
You may purchase one pair of each
weight
or two of the same weight. __

N'S

NS SHIRTS

MEN'S
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
DRESS SKIRTS
Finest quality collars, never
wrinkle up on you, many collar styles.
$4.50 Stay Press Dress Shirts

$2.97
$3.97
$4.97
CCESS 1

HATS

MEN

(2 for $60.05)
Reg. to $40.00
MENS SUITS
.
4

All must go! Many
Styles and Colors.

SHORT SLEEVES
Hundreds of beautiful
colors and patterns. Natranally known brands.
Many fabrics. All must
go.

MIN'S SWrifiliS I M$111 [HUNKS

RN'S 1111155 AND
MINI SHIRTS
LONG SLEEVE
Fine assortment of nationally advertised brand shirts.
Many styles, patterns and
colors.
(Special Groups)

The entire stock of famous
name brand sweaters is on
sale at great reductions off
regular price.

Reg. $8.95 Sweaters
Reg. $4.50 Sport Shirts

Reg. to $7.00 Dress shirts

$2.97

$1.97

Keg. 55511 Sport Shirts

Reg. to $7.00 Sport Shirts

ONO

IMI•

$3.97
BEL

OEM

=IMP

•11••

.111•01,

$28"
$36"
$525°

(2 for $70.00)
Reg. $100.00
LUXURY SILK & WOOL SUITSTruly a luxurious suit! One of the finest you can buy.

Reg. $ 9.95 - 87.97
Reg. $10.95 - 88.97
Reg. $11.95 - R9.97

MIN'S SPORT SHIRTS

$5.50 Stay Press Dress Shirts

$7.00 Stay Press Dress Shirts

$
23
N
(2 for $40.00 - One Light Weight and One Regular
Weight, or Two of the Same Weight)
Reg. to $75.00
MEN'S SUITS

DRESS FELT

$677

$16°°

Reg. to S70.00
MEN'S SUITS

MEN'S

Nationally Advertised Brands

e

Shorts, Reg., Long, Shcrt Stouts, Extra Longs, Long Stouts.
All the
new patterns. Plaids, checks, plains, stripes. Sizes 34 to
50.
Hundreds of fine suits for your selection at great saving-s. A style
for
any age. Large variety of fabrics and colors. Sties 34 to 56.
All nationally advertised brands.
Reg. to $65.00
MEN'S SUITS
(2 for $30.00 - Any Combination)

Reg. $8.00

DRESS SLACKS

Year Around Lightweight
Guaranteed All First Quality

$2.97
$3.97
-

Sale $2783
MEN' SLACKS

.

MEN'S SUITS

All must go. Many
Styles and Colors.
REG. TO $3.95

Regular '42.50

DRESS SLACKS

$7.00

MEN'S

REG. TO $5.00

An extra large assortment of fine quality
men's slacks. Many fine styles, fabrics,
and
colors. Regular weight and also light weight.

TO

DRESmSENSISIIRTS
Style, Fabrics
Fine

Many Perma-Press

•

MEN'S SPOR
T COATS
Adverti

ONLY

SACRIFICE!!

SPORT SHIRTS

Open Friday
Night to 8:00

$1.49

$16.00

STORE

REG. TO $7.00
ALL WEEK DAYS
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Except Friday

BOYS' PANTS

Only 200 Pair

Close Out Prise!

MURRAY

SACRIFICE!!

STORE HOURS:

KEG. TO $10.00

MENS' SLACKS

MENS' SUITS

Reg. $15.95

fib

For Another

GOING ouToFBUSINESS SALE

•

•

OF MAYFIELD

SAVE uTti 40-10,60°0

cip

1153

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

To Be Opened As Soon As Factory Outlet Store Vacates

a

We have the new
BIC CLIC
RETRACTABLE.
REFILLABLE
pocket pen

510 W. Main St
Murray , Ky.

BARE WALLS

Bulking Leased to REECE'S

The next lowest brands in
tar content were Carlton. Cas
Durham, all testcade, Duke
WASHLNGTON (UPI) - The ed in the original group, follow4o%'ernment's second batch of ed by Tryon. Frappe and Montcigarette tests rates Marve:s
Rail the lowest in nicotine and ciair, part of the new group.
tar content.
The lowest in nicotine conThe Federal Trade Commis- tent were Marvels, Menthol
sion said nonfiltered Raleighs Marvels and 85mm nonmenthol
still had the most nicotine con- Marvels. Cascade, Vogue colortent, but that four brands
Brandons, English Ovals, Fatimas and Bull Durham - mov- ed. Frappe and Carlton.
;.‘Fd ahead of Chesterfields as The FTC said it would con.
tinue testing other brands on
Acaders in tar content.
, •
The first test of 59 of the tie market until all have been
Most popular brands was corn- examined.
pleted last year. The second report Wednesday concerned 68
ettlte less popular brands BoVi
test stoics were made with an• t:oxalic . smoking machines.
The cigarettes tested by FTC
were ranked according to type,
package and length as smoked
a butt-length of 23 milluneL
era or to the length of filter
-and overwrap plus 3mm if this
was in excess of 23mm.
- Marvels, equipped with fillers and sold in a sort pack at a
length of 70;nm. hod a tar content of 3.9 milligrams and .12
h • mg
of nicotine.
Nonfiltered Raleighs sold in
the soft pack at a length of
t5mm had 27.8 mg of tar and
11'3 mg of nicotine.
Nonfiltered Brand.ons ranked GOP SPEAKER John Joseph
highest in tar at 32.5 mg with Cangtios of Albany. N.Y., has
1.64 mg of nicotine. Nonfilter- received an invitation from
ed English Ovals was next with Republican National Chair31.7 mg of tar and 1.86 mg of man Ray Bliss to.spank at
nicotin. Fatimas had 31.2 mg of the convention in Miami
h tar and 1.51 mg of nicotine; Beach. Caninico, 18,-in April
and filtered Bull Durhams had won the 1988 American
Le. 30 mg of tar and 1.58 mg of gion National High
School
• niccline.
Oratorial Championship. His
Nonfiltered Chesterfields, tes- theme
for his winning speech:
ted in the first groups, had a
"The Constitution; A Declar25.3 mg tar crntent and 1.54 mg
ation of Social Awareness."
-af nicotine. This brand was fol1..wed closely in tar content by
410

rs

STORE

MEN'S
CLOTHING

SELLING OUT

POSTAL ECONOMY is forcing closing of many Post Offices
like this one in Gotham, Wis. It is fourth class, and serves
Gotham's 275 residents Upper: Postmaster Archie R. Derrickson, 65, stands at the postal window in his general
store. Lower: Derrickson and wife chat outside the store.

SCIENCE

•

FRIDAY.- JULY 19, 1968

G Out of Business in
BUILDING TO BE COMPLETELY EMPTIED

1.•du
..111
if

firik

peaks to Yu
INC5.
11:LS

TIMES - MURKILY, 11L-S74e1ui;a at

OPEN TONIGHT 10 8:00 O'CLOCK - - - OTHER WEEK DAYS 8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.

tiller is visiting
and family 'Ti

at N. 17th St. 0
Kentucky
1:05 am. aod
at MI p.m.
ELCOME -

&

GOINGTBUSINESS SALE

•
•

• •

••
John W. Ma*
and Mrs. Duke
Memphis, Tenn
▪ Sunday of Mr
Mrs. J M. Linn
set. The couples
&end at Paris
Part.
••
Ramp of Mur
daughters, Mrs
tad children. Kg,•
L. at Henderson
k at Gatlinbugg,

LEDGER

$1.97
JE

•

$4.93
Hit

I 095 .weatirs

$6.87
- HAT

ilD]4111111

A large assortment of
styles and clors. Most
all sizes.
All Nationally Advertised
Brands
$4.50 Swim Trunks
$3.1 7
$6.50 Swim Trunks

$4.86
$6.47

$8.00 Swim Trunks

1
1

I
I

Factory Outlet Store 510 West Main Street - Murray, Ky.
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An Act of Congress in July 1868
created a new Territory from portions of Dakota Territory, Idaho Territory.
Utah Territory. It was given • name derivative of a Lennl-Lenape, or Delaware Indian.
term for "Great Plar.n7 originally bestowed
on • valley in Pennsylvania: that is, Wyoming. Men from there were venturesome settlers who followed fur traders and missionaries to locations along the North Platte,
Sweetwater and Powder Rivers.
Stimulus to settlement was given in successive stages by blazing of the Oregon 'Trail
in 1843; the gold rush to California in 184950 JcIlowed by discovery of gold at South
Pass). opening of the Overland Mail route
and transcontinental telegraph; temporary
treaties with Indians; pushing of L'nion Pa-

47-D

eine rails to the West.
Still, in 1868, a wondrous corner of Wyoming remained little known, except as subject
of what were assumed to be "tail tales: John
Colter and other trappers who told of seeing
hundreds of geysers and boiling springs, brilliantly colored canyons, towering cataracts
in the Xellowstone region were not believed.
Skepticism continued until a scientific expedition, including cameramen. was sent out
after establishment of the Territory, and its
findings and confirmatory photographs were
published.
Fortunately, private citizens in the Territory took steps to save the region from despoliation, and insure its preservation within
what was to be the foundation of the National Park System.
CLARK KINNAIRD

IL LEDGER

& TIMES

—
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By Thurman Sensing
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CAMEOS: Milf A merit"

Miss America Calm Backstage,Debra Sap

Industrial Council
Sy NIA NOW

IN A UTTI-E more then two months the 47th
Miss „nierica Pageant will be held in Convention Hall on Atlantic City's splintery board'CRONYISM' AND THE
losophy on the Supreme Court
walk, and, as customarily one of the top three
COURT
1He is determined to carry on TV programs
of the year, it will be telecast in
In nominating Associate Su- the Earl Warren tradition of color by
NBC for the third season. We must
preme Court Jiatic Abe Fortis judicial twining of the Re- take Debra
Barnes' word for it that backstage
to sword Earl Warren as Chief public by naming Justice Fort, all is sweetness
and light.
Justice and Federal Judge Ho- as Chief Justic of the United
"I don't remember anything unpleasant, any
mer Thornberry of Texas to States. in short, Mr. Johnson enmity or rivalry backstage
at all," says Miss
become an Associate Justice is carrying out his own version Barnes with a straight face.
"I know, I was a
of the nation's highest court, of a court-pecking scheme.
little surprised. After all, it was for high stakes.
The.Warren Court has cruel- right' But the feeling among the girls
President Johnson has struck
seemed
at the coneept of an independ- ly distorted the Constitution to be that they were glad to be there in the
first
ent jucliciari.
place and that it wasn't important who
and laws of the United States
Under the balance of pow- since 1952. It has given crimCynics among us may guffaw at this but it
A
ers concept written into the inals a mandate for anti-social
Constitution, the Executive and action, allowing them to hide may be that Miss Barnes knows; after all, sbe
0
Judicial Branches of the U. S. behind technicalities. It has de- was there. Charley. Coming from Moran. Kan.,
A
government are supposed to be prived Uae states of auther- population 550. Debra was chosen Miss America
independent of one another. ity over education that they of 1968 and thus for the last nine months has
But Mr. Johnson, by seating two traditionally enjoyed. Civil dis- been touring this country and Canada as a representative of the pareant and, of course,
the
longtime political cronies Or),, obedience elements have been
related sponsors. She will be just 21 the
•,„
4'04;1
day
4L
the Supreme Court would exer- given _free reign to trample on
,
before this year's telecast and she is a
tall
cise an influence on the char- the right of the law-abiding ma•
,
V
I
brunette who is all the girls next door roiled
acter of the court decisions jority. Laws to control subver- Into
Silf•
one
•
long after he left Washingbon aloe have been struck down or
• •
TAR
COLORADO
and went back to the ranch.
crippled by action of the WarONE MIGHT think that, the night of the
While not a "lame duck" in ren Court.
telecast, all would be total confusion-but
one
a strict sense (as he hasn't
The American people have would think wrong, according
(Paintbrush) indicated. Right: early Fort
Map of future 44th State. with nest outpost;
to Mias Barnes.
been
enough
defeated
hid
of
the
Warren
at
the
polls),
Everyone backstage knows his or her job,"
Laramie, erected by fur traders summer of
capital city; highest peak: official State bird
Mr. Johnson in a general sense Court. They do not need a she says, "and everything goes
(Western meadou lark) and State flower1$34 on Laramie River near the North Platte.
pretty darned
belongs In that political cate- Fortes Court that follows in its smoothly_ Even with 50 girls occupying
the one
gory. He declined to seek re- footsteps. What is needed is a dressing room, not to mention hostesses
and
election because he recognized truly
independent
judiciary chaperones, etc."
Some 20,000 persons usually jam into Conthat he had lost popular sup- that recognizeis the limits on
port and could not win in No- federal interference with the vention Hall for this event but, according to,
k
The ateatint of truth: Miss Americovember. He obviously Intends1 rights of the states and indivi- Debra. the contestants usually can't see beyond
Debra Barnes in '67-shares spotlight
to be the kingmaker at his' duals. a Supreme Court that the first two rows, because of the bright TV
with Bert Parks, the gold•n tonsil,
party's presidential nom nation will uphold law and order and lights. "Just once I got an idea how big the
convention. It seems improper deal firmly with challenges to audience was," she says. -1 had to sit onstage
year when he was singing it, so that'll make wo
at the piano for three minutes during a
that he also should be a shaper:the security of the United
comseasons in a row. Bess Myerson will be b k
mercial. and all the lights were shut off. I
took
of the Supreme Court for years States_ Nothing in the record
as the bouncy Mr. Parks' co-host.
one quick look at the crowd and really shivered."
of Messrs Fortes and Thornto come by action in the
When Debra's year as Miss America is tip,
finial
Despite the people she's met since-she
's
she will go back to Kansas State College/t
months of his office-holding. ' betTy encourages fair-minded
o
toured 26 states and almost 100 cities, to
appear
finish her schooling. An accomplished pit,
With respect to Justice Fort- citizens to believe that thefr at convention
.
s, auto shows, pageants and fashshe is after a master's degree in that field
es and Judge Thornberry, it is elevation would result in a safe- _ion affaq•s-w
d
ho exclaim "I cried right along
hopes to teach piano on the college or uni
sufficient to note that they guarding of the principles on with you,- Miss
rBarnes actually made history
sity level. That won't be too new. At 12,
have been close political saw- which this Republic was organ- last September
ie
. . by not crying. "Not on 'took over
the teaching of her mother's piEtro
Mites and allies of Mr. Johnson ized It is understandable, there- camera, anyway." she says.
-I did cry a little
pupils.
for many years. MI. Fortes fore, that some members of the later when all the girls came
up to congratuThe Miss America Pageant was telecast ft‘st
.demonstrated great skill in get- Senate plan to engage in ex- late me"
it. 1954 and it's estimated that 900 milli
•
•
•
ting Mr. Johnson out of tricky tended debate to block their
viewers have seen it over the years. No matter
situanans, such as the embar- nominatioo.
THE WORD is that Bert Parks may not
who wins it in September, it's unlikely the
vicior
sing "Here She Is. Miss America" in
rassment that resulted when a
'his
will top Debra's answer to the question.
NAB ARSONIST
1f
fabulous 'that may be the word, voice
top White House aide under the
this
your younger sister entered the Pageant,
HELSINKI tler - Police Mon- year because the songwriter's contract
t
Great Society was involved in
with the
advice would you give her?" "My advice,"
144its
case. This skill, while useful to day reported the arrest of a pageant has run out. However, as some of us
Barnes said, "would be to be yourself,
became
remember - gratefully, the sound went off
a particularly in
last
morals 29-year-old religious fanatic on
you can't put on a false face for a whole
yeat."
politicians, hardly seems to suspicion of setting a fire which
DIgtributed by Xing lecatdrea Syndicate
qualify Mr. Fortes for elevation destroyed the church in Aeneto Chief Justice. Judge Thorn
berry's
prinicpal
attribute
seems to be loyalty to Mr John•
son, which is a quality greatlj
admired In political
circles
Again, that. quality doesn't mean
a man is well suited for thel
Supreme Court. where he will
•
be helping decide constitutional
cases.
In defending Mr Johnson.
STUCK 27 MOMS Patty O'Brien. 12. grimaces in pain in
Watervliet. N'Y. as rescuers
some persons have said that
finally saw her arm free of a wading pool drain
pipe-where she-wess-rettele-29-hoors. —
ether Presidents made last-mtnute judicial appointments when
they were dearly out of favor.
This may be so, but it doesn't
constitute justification of Mr.
Johnson's notninations. Because
other Presidents were in contempt of the public will is no
cause for accepting such contempt in 1968.
Basically, contempt is what's
Involved, On all sides, there
is dissatisfaction with the Johnson administration. There also
•is profound dissatisfaction with
the Warren Court and the ultra-liberal tack it has taken In
November, the American electorate will go to the polls. A
new Prendent will be chosen.
The election will determine the
• outlook of the nation. It is ore
new
1.7 reasonable that the
• President, to be inaugurated
next January, be allowed to
•
•
• exercise the right of nomina• tion with respect to vacancies ,
•
• on the Supreme Court it WE/"
• procedure were followed, the
•
* will of the American people
would' be more accurately ex•
•
.—
•
Unfortunately, Mr Johnson
Stock Car Rac rg - 8:00 p. in.
• mhile unwilling to exercise preMinitel leadership to win the
leer in Vietnam and end the
Hog Show - 9:00 a. m.
• iiughter of American youth
Kids Day - Children admitted free until 5 p. m.
on the battlefield, is eager to
:continue to do political battle
Carnival rides - half price
•,lor
pagenti
they Greata radical.etyactivisantd apPony and Saddle given away free -5:00p.
M.
4-4-1& F.F.A. Geneoial Livestock Judgitia=t
- 7101,11L
-1‘1.
Beauty Queen Contest - BOO p. m.

sik.1
111111Kom.
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The calendarsays

Our Ford prices
September!

JULY 22nd Through JULY 27th

PROGRAM OF EVENTS
MONDAY, JULY 22
TUESDAY, JULY 73

MAYFIELD-GRAVES
COUNTY
WAR
MEMORIAL
- FAIRGROUNDS

.
i

cis

WEDNESDAY, JULY 24
Beef Cattle Show - 9:CO

a.

Gravestounty Junior Dairy Show - 1:00 p. m.
A +o Daredevil Show -= 8:00 p. m.

Dairy Show -9 a. m..
4-H & FF.A. Dairy Judging Contest - 7:00
p. m.
Mayfield Horse Show - 8.00 p. m.

FRIDAY, JULY 26

SPONSGRED BY
•

a
••
-

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

JAYCEES,
K!WAN

LIONS,
ROTARY,
OPTIMIST

4-fri and F.F A. Day(Members admitted free until
5 p. m.)
Kids Days - Children admitted free until 5 p. m.
Carnival rides - half price
'ony given away free irt-5 00 p.m.

,

Western and Country Show - 8:00 p. m.
Featuring The Osborn Brothers
Uri Scott-of the Grand Ole' Opera

SATURDAY, JULY 27

.
I Western Horse Show - 1:00 p.
M.
Stock-Cul/icing —8 00 p. fn.(Mayfield Stock CafsT

.
B

"/

The switch is on to Ford. At
year-round prices, Ford LTD, wagons,
Mustangs and Torinos were best sellers.
Now we're offering year-end prices.
A full month ahead of schedule!
Come see, come save. See the light.

THURSDAY, JULY 25

_

CAR

soo Wantloo

We mean business
come save today!

REVIVAL
Elm Grove Baptist
Church

MD C

•

•••

LA1

— JULY 14 - 21 —
2:80 Se 8:00 p.m.
I. DR It. H:BOSTON
Evangelist

Parker Motors, Inc.

WELCOME

Murray, Ky.

•
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Pistol CM Formed
Hoyt Wilson ran an ad in our want ad section last
week asking everyone who was interested in forming a
pistol club to contact him by phone.
Several called him and a meeting was set up for last
Monday night at 7 p.m. Some 10 or 11 men showed up
for the meeting and the club was off the ground the
very first thing as the club was formed, given a name,
and officers elected.
Hoyt was elected President of the 9alloway County
Pistol Club, and Col. Lance E. Booth (Ret.) was elected
Vice-President.
Both of these men are well qualified to fill the Job
that they were elected to, because of their knowledge
of weapons, and their leadership ability.
I was elected to the post of Secretary-Treasurer.
I
can think of no reason for this, other' than the fact
that
I have a typewriter.
Charter members of the club are H. E. Wilson, Lance
E. Booth, Gale Garrison, Jerry D. Maupin, Jimmy
Garland, Jackie Fain, Morris Greg Parrish, Charles McMillen, Thomas E. Safer, Jerry Hopper, and Lance
E.
Booth III.
Anyone interested in Joining the club can contact
any of the above members for more information.
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Paul Pierce and his 24 pound Buffalo he caught while
fishing on Jonathan Creek.

When July's hot days put the scorch on your fishing,
try the cool nights for relief and some real fine fishing.
When the days get hot and the sun is really bearing
ciosen, the fish take to the cOoler deep water, under moss,
beneath weed beds, and other inaccessable hideouts.
They do this for comfort because it's cooler there, and
where there's aquatic growth there also is abundant
oxygen. They are like people . . . we hunt for a nice
shade tree, or turn the air conditioner a little higher.
But with the setting of the sun, they move out into
the open water in search of food. And their feeding is
heavier at night than during the day throughout the
"dogdars".
A lot of ftsherinen are using lanterns. These lights
attract tiny fish and bugs which in turn attract the game
fish, and then the fun starts.
If you don't have a lantern, here are a few tips that
we picked up that might help
If you are fishing for bass, a plastic worm is one of
the best baits, and you should get good results by fishing on the bottom or at least near it.
For bluegill, try tiny jigs in the 1/32-oz. class and
you should have some real fine luck with this fighter.
For catfish, a piece of shrimp is hard to beat,
Jima it on the bottom.
For croppie and white bass, nothing beats a lively
minnow.
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Paul Pierce, who lv,es near Kirksey, caught a 24
pound Buffalo on a six pound test line using a Do-Jig.
He was croppie fishing on Jonathan Creek.
fro
Who said that a zero means nothing? Last week it
counted for 72.
I left the zero off of the amount that the fishing
foursome, Charles Finney, Eurin Jones, Larry Orr
and
Tom Perdew, caught while fishing, and it came
out 8
instead of 80. Therefore the 0 counted for 72
fish.

Ross Fink and the two nice bass he caught on a red
plastic worm in Barkley Lake. Ross is seven years old.
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SUE and
CHARLIE'S
Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies
Illigliway 68

Your VW
Dealer
CARROLL

Phone 753-3350
Murray, Ky.
MI Chestnut Street

MARTIN
OIL PRODUCTS

East Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
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71.3.911

4th & POPLAR

5th & POPLAR

WARD - ELKINS

TAYLOR
MOTORS
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TRANSPORTATION CENTER'

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
•

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

and
JOYCE

WARNER'S
DRIVE-IN

MURRAY HOME I AUTO
so" Zenith TVs
-Chestnut Street
Phone 753-2571

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Harmon Whitnell

LIBERTY
Super Market

STANDARD
OIL

Murray's Largest and Most Modern
Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentucity

eulk Distributor
1 lee revue A wen II.

HUTSON

CHEMICAL
CO., 11%.

'PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"
' Call Any Time

753-1933

We Have All Makes of Guns

COMPLETE CEIRTBLER CORP. LINE
DEPENDABLE USED CARS
PHONE 753-1372

SUPERIOR

LYNN

OPEN 71 DAYS A WEEK
Highway 68
354-6945
Jonathan Creek

Aurora, Ky.

SMART/N UP WITH MART/AI

assmas.
alma
TOMMY

Ross Fink, seven year old son of Rodney Fink, of
So. 16th Street",-caught two nice bass while fishing in
Barkley Lake on July 15th. He was fishing with a
red
plastic worm. The largest one weighed 2.5 pounds and
the other 1.5 pounds.

Phone 753-4653
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Tour Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled
Located W RatIrnsel Avenue

100 USED CARS
to MINOR REPAIRS
* Phone 753-5862 *

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE
5th and Main Strode.
Murray, Kentucky
VIERPILE TAYLOR
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Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Hale Lock Shop and
Office Furniture

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

"For kit Your Fertiliser Needs"
'..11-7/1
Ky
Phone 753-1933

Filing Cabinets - Desks - Adding
Machines
and Typewriters
Five Points
Phone 7,!3-5960

Cued Cars — Minor Repairs
Day 753-5862
Night 753-3548

Murray Livestock Company
Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m.
Hilly Morgan - Maz Whitford - Joe Stewart
South 2nd Street
Phone 753-5334

Kentucky fried Ckicken
"It's Finger Lickin Good"
Sycamore at 13th Ordens 753-7101

Corvette Lama, Inc.
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Authorized Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglas and Aluminum Boat Repairs
Saint and Service
West 1nd Epgner's Ferry on 88 (Aurora) 474-2364
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Confederate States Antiques

Antiques - Flags - Weapons
Dixieland Center, Chestnut St - Murray, Ky
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Ambassador. Rebel - Rambler
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-8448

The Hitching Post

Shirley Florist

Leach's Music

See Ther Old Country Store
Kenliake State Park
Aurora Rd - Rt I H,rctin
Phone 474-2266

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
502 N 4th 5(

"Your Complete Music Center"
Dixieland Center. Chestnut St
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Stokes Tractor.& Imp. Co.

Murray Wholesale
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Hazel Lumber Company
"vvo Treat Toot] The Year0 "

Grocery Co.

Calloway Ccrunty Soil
Improvement Ass'n

Hazel Kentucky

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Serving Farm Families Since 1234
Industrial Road
Phone 753-3124

Boone's Incorporated
The Cleaner That's Interested In You

Phone 753-5012

Indoor Comfort Center

Capri Theatre

Paschall Truck Lines

Division of Freed Gotham Co. Ink
Heating - Sheet Metal - Ale Cessditioning
Phone 753-4832
lith at Chestnut
Personalised Styling

Located on Chestnut Street

Phone 492-8121

Daily Service to M•rophis and
St Louts
Phone ^‘,3-1717

Geno's Italian-Restaurant

"The Best Italian Food and Pizza Anywhere"
delivery Service - 753-8150
Dixieland Shopping Center - Chestnut St.

Roberts Realty
Hoyt Roberts -

Realtor*

-

Complete Auto and Truck Service

Building Blocks A Ready Nix Concrete

Dairy Cheer
Charcoal Hamburgers - Chicken - Pit
Harheque
Shakes - Splits - Sundaes
1206 Chestnut St
Phone 753-8082
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Beauty Services To All at Sebes. Prices
We Build SucCesoful Careers'
406 No 4th St
Phone 753-4723
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Phone 753-79E2

Carroll Tire Service

Holcomb Chevrolet, Inc.

Tour Unl-Brayal Tire Dealer
105 Pogue- ; Blk E of 8 12th - Phone
753-14119

"Where Sales and se -vice Go Together"
-,,uth 12th Sire.,

Kentucky Lake Lodge Rest.
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Fresh Kentucky Lake. Fiala Dinners
Open 7 Days a V•- •ek from 5 am to 10 pm
Aurora Rd on Ha % 68
Phone 474-2259
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Treitholm's Drive-1n

Murray

W est Side Square

phone 753-2617
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The Charm Beauty Salon
Mae Hirsch - Owner
Cal! 753-7582 for Your Appointment

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing and Resting
--.
•
Commercial and Residential
Repairs & Inatallation
43_ &WIC
501 No 4th
Phone 753-6168
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"Owned by. Trenholms"
Spaghetti - Sandwiches - Hamburgers
Fountain Service and Son Drinks
Coldwater Rd near Five Points - Ph.
753-7426

753-32.51
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Wylie's Drive-In

Aurora. Ky
Phone 474-2228
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Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish and Bar-B-Q Ribs

West of
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Sunday School

The Church is God s appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His love .
for man and of His demand for man to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will tong
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so A
dear will inevitably perish Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support
the Church for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family. Bevorid fhof, Weever,
every person should uphold and participate in
the Church because it tells the truth about
man s life, death and destiny, the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of
God
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KELP WANTED
75 Billion Trips
NEW YORK (UPI, - More
WANTED: Automobile clean-up than 75 billion glass
bottles
GARLAND ALUMINUM Serrice man. Experience needed Call
and jars went to market in
offers expert installation along 753-6000.
1-20-C 1986 They carried hundreda
with dli5-40% savings on alumiof different products Into
num siding, windows and doors NEED EXTRA Christmas moAmerican
We are a newly formed family ney? You can earn $2.70 per catsup andloonies, ranging from
detergents to caviar
business
with some 3) years hour working with the Fuller and rare perfumes.
AKC REGISTERED toy pood- HOUSE SPECIAL. Good
1011 BAIA
100%
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE 4-BEDROOM hones, two baths. accumulated experience Free Brush Co. Call 247-6038 or
More glass bottles and Mrs
les. Six weeks old. White, apri- pile carpet, $1.99 sq. yd.
while
Large library, with all the ex- estimates with no obligations. write Box 782, Mayfield, Ky. are used to package consumer
cot and champagne. Call 753- it lasts. Good 100% nylon
pile
1-19-C products in the United States
tras. Wall-to-wall carpeting. Phone 489-2427. Call now for
1-204 carpet, jute back, $2.99 sq.
AUSTIN HEALY Sprite, new 6590.
July-23-C
IF YOU ARE thinking of build- Central heat and air. 1612 Loch special prices.
than any
wine, transmission, uphols.
FULLER
BRUSH
Company container, other kind of rigid
BORG WARNER car tape deck, yd. while it lasts. Heavy shag ing a new home, let us show Lomond, phone 753-4937.
reports' the Glass
Wm Paint. 9350.00. Call 753- 3 months old,
ELECTRO
100%
manager
needs
nylon
LUX
unit
a
pile
this
for
SALES
carpet,
$3.99
&
Serhome,
let
ten tapes, extra
ing or buying a new
Container Manufacturers InJuly-23-C vice, Box 213 Murray,
71100.
July31-C speakers. Price $115.00 Call af- sq. yd. while it lasts. Indoor, us show you some of Calloway
Ky., C. area. Write Box 78Z Mayfield, stitute. About 33 billion
new
outdoor carpet, $3.49 sq. yd. County's most beautiful loca- SELLING HOME - Air-condi- M. Sander'. Phone 383-3175, Ky., or phone 247-8038. 1-19-C bottles and jars
FRESH HEARING AID batter- ter 4:00 p. m. 753-4833. 1-19-C
were made last
Lynnville,
See this before you buy. Pas- tions.
Ky.
tioned 3-bedroom, spacious famH-Aug.-6-C
ies for Beltone and other make FOUR YEAR
WANTED: 40 laborers to dis- year. The remaining 42 billion
OLD pony. Very chall's Discount Rouse, Hazel, TAKE A RIDE over to Canton ily room. Pay equity and as"trips" were made by returnhearing aids, Wallis's Drup,
TERMITES
?
Call
assemble
carnival rides, $1.25
Ward
Termite
gentle. Call 753-2989.
3-19-C Ky. Phone 492-9733.
1-22-P Shores and see one of Kentuc- sume 3 3/4% loan. Call 753- for
Murray, Kentucky.
free estimate. All work per hour. Apply 11:00 p. m., able soft drink, beer and milk
TFC
5270.
TFC guaranteed. Five year contracts. Saturday night, at fairgrounds, bottles which made an aver50' x 10' TWO-BEDROOM house METAL KITCHEN cabinet, wall ky's most beautiful sub-divisions
age of 16,
• SUBURBAN Tractors. Lawn trailer,
electric heat. See or type, has three doors and shel- on Barkley Lake. You will sure- NEW 3-BEDROOM brick home Five room house treated, $65.00. Murray, Ky. - State Employ- respectivel19 and 33 round trips
mowers. Poulan chain saws.
y, GCMI reported.
Ward
call Cary Miller, 753-8410.
Pest
ves, white enamel. 120.00. 504 ly want one of these lots.
Control,
in Fairview Acres, 3 miles
1812 College ment Office, 319 So. 7th St.,
Seaford Lawn and Garden
in
beautiful
lot
HAVE
WE
a
Farm
Road, phone 753-8501.
Hayfield, Ky.
J-20-P Walnut Street.
1-20-C
1-22-NC
southeast on Highway 121. large
equipment, 2% miles west of
Kingswood sub-division, 100' x living room,
The forget-me-not is AlasH-Aug.-15-C
-family room, kitHardin. Phone 437-5311
18,300 BTU air-conditioner. Like WRINGER-TYPE washing ma- 150'.
RESPONSI
BLE
person
with ka's state flower.
chen, 1% ceramic tile beths,
Aug.-13-C new. Two, one-ton air condi- chine and wash tubs. Refriger- JUST COMPLETED, a new 2• • •
car
Sunday
deliver
to
morning
Utility room, electric heat. Lot UNDER NEW management tioners. Big Jack T. V. antenna, ator and stove, bedroom suite. bedroom, brick veneer, has 1%
Courier-Journal
motor
route
out
Corvette
The
Snack
first
Bar,
liquid fuel rocket
located
at
128'x258'. Possession immediWE HAVE plenty of those good new. Call
753-3278 after 5 p. m. Hand lawn mower and maga- baths, large living room with
Gibson air-conditioners in stock.
ately. Fulton E. Young, owner. Corvette Lanes, open 8 a. m. of Murray. Profit approximate- flight took place at Auburn,
1-20-P zine rack. Phone 753-8184.
dining area, all carpet thro- Phone
ly $8.00 per Sunday, plus car Mass., March 16, 1925.
See the air-conditioner with the
753-4948.
1-21-C to 10 p. m. seven days per allowance. Delivery time
2
1-22-C ughout, central heat and air.
week. Bill Adams, Manager.
patented air sweep feature be. HARLEY CHOPPER, extended
J-19-P hours. Write: David Thomas,
fore you buy any air condition- springer front end, 21-inch 22 CUBIC FT., chest type freez- FOUR-BEDROOM brick veneer THREE-BEDROOM brick, in
237 E. Berger- Hood, Paducah,
er. See at Rowland 'Refrigerat- wheel, font shift, chrome every- er. Like new, $175.00. Call Jes- on Ryan Ave., 1% blocks from North Hill Subdivision. Call
KITTOMOBELES FOR SALE Ky. coot
-1-24ion Sales and Service at 110 thing and new throughout. Call sie McKinney at 753-8507 or University. This Muse may be 753-5708.
just what you are looking for.
So. 12th. Phone 753-2825. J-22-C 753-1264.
1-20-C 753-8850.
1-22-C TWO-BEDROOM lake house at BY OWNER: house on Audo- 1967 650 Triumph TR 6. Call EXPERIENCED cook, motel
1-22-P maid and dishwasher. Steady
KENMORE washing machine. 15 rr Westinghouse upright 30" TAPPAN electric stove. Pine Bluff Shores on a 100' bon Drive in Keeneland Sub- '753-2669.
work, unemployment insurance.
Coppertone. Less than 1 year freezer. Like new. Call 753- Copper color. Like new. Call lake front lot. This is a beau- division. Three bedrooms, livCHEVROLET, 2 door Im- Kentucky Lake Lodge, Aurora,
1966
ing
room,
kitchen-de
n
combintiful
place
relaxing.
for
Swimold. One antique china cabi- 3706.
1-20-C 753-4959.
1-22-P
J-20-C
ming area and small boat ramp ation, utility room, 1% baths, pala. Very good condition. New Ky. Call 474-2259.
net. Excellent condition. Call
ELECTRIC
carport, carpeted throughout, Urea. 22 Ft. Chris Craft cahir
GUITAR
with
case.
for your use.
753-3914. Located 100 South
FOR RENT
J-20-C
AUCTION SALE
THREE BEDROOMS, two kit- all Tappan appliances, dish- cruiser. Call 753-6285.
13th St., Kelly's Pest Control. Like new and loaded with exwasher, garbage disposal, centras. Must sacrifice. 753-6718.
chens,
family
room
upstairs
and
TFC
tral heat and air conditioning. 1982 OLDSMOBILE, 4-door se- AUCTION: Antique and houseJ-20-P FOUR
dan, white and green interior. hold content sale, Saturday,
APARTMENTS for the down. This is a beautiful cot- Call 753-4763.
1-22-C
tage,
located
also
Pine
at
Bluff
Excellent condition. Priced for July, 20, 1968, 2 p. m., Coles
summer. Vacant June 1. MarShores.
ried cotiples or boys. Nice clean
BY OWNER-new three-bed- quick sale. Phone 753-8530.
Antique Shop on 841. Wayne
Everything furnished. Reason- WE ALSO have a three-bedroom room brick, located in Keene1-20-P B. Wilson, Auctioneer. Everybrick,
with
large
living
room
able rates. Call 753-5617 or 753one is invited.
1-19-C
and an abundance of closet land Subdivision, in city limits,
SERVICES OFFERED
1257
H-J-20-C
all built-in appliances, central
23% DISCOUNT ON SUITS, SPORT
space.
This
house
is
located
on
COLLEGE
COATS,
STATION, Tex.
air and heat, bath and half,
DRESS PANTS, WALKING SHORTS
1968-10' x 51' TRAILER. Mar- a 100' x 150' lot. Reasonably
(UPI) - Students at Texas
carpet throughout, can be CUSTOM BUILDING, residentpriced.
ried
couples
only. $58.00. Panand SWIM WEAR
ial and commercial. Rustic Cal- A&M University are deterFORTY ACRES four miles from bought for less than $20,000.
orama- Shores. Call 7534481.
ONE GROUP OF SHIRTS - Reg. $8.50 en.
ifornia styling. Free estimates. mined to help U.S. troops in
Call
753-3672.
J-22-C
Vietnam-one way or another.
J-22-P town.
Call Cliff Finney 480-3968.
Now marked down to $6.00 ea. or 2
The students held a blood
FIVE ACRES eight miles from BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
for 611-00
Aug.
-12-C
ONE-BEDR
OOM
furnished
a- town, on Highway 121.
drive in December fo, woundONE GROUP SHIRTS - Reg. $5.00 ea.
brick, 1 block from college
partment.
Carpeting through. SPANN & WILSON Insurance
ed men but the Defense De- BOOST FOR ROCKY-ColoraNow marked down to $4.00 ea or 2 for
Call 753-7550.
Aug -1-C KLEEN CARPET SPECIALIST:
$7.00
out. Call 753-3143.
J-22-P & Real Estate, Box 522, Murray,
Wall to wall carpets, rug and partment said the blood was do's Gov, John A. Love reONE GROUP SHIRTS - Reg $400 ea
plies to a reporter's question
Ky., Phone 753-3263. Realtors- 708 ELM STREET-4-bedrooms, upholstery cleaners. Carpets root needed.
eln
After selling the blood to a in Denver after announcing
Now marked down to $3.00 ea. or 2 for
Guy Spann and Wayne If, Wil- full basement, beautifully land- and furniture cleaned, tinted
$5.00
WANTED TO RENT
son, Salesman Charles McDan- scaped lot. Phone 753-8504.
and de-mothed Call 435-4221. Houston blood firm for 12.562, he endorses Nelson Rockethe students turned the money feller for
iel.
the Republican
J-22-P
J-20-C
Aug.-22-C over
to the Dallas USO for use
presidential nomination.
WANTED, to rent house in
in Vietnatn.
214 No. 15th St.
the country, furnished or unPhone 753-3242
Just Across From Library on 15th Street
furnished. Call 753-1918 before
Peanuts®
K.P 5:00 p.m. and ask for Mary.
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CHAPTER 14
ing more, but as if in answer hadn't contributed a
word to
L'RIK WINTHER laughed to her silence, Otto made
an an- that unhappy conversation.
heartily. "It's only Anna.' nouncement.
"Otto told me that the trouble
She likes you."
"I have been this afternoon isn't hereditary," I said qukeily.:_
saw the golden eyes of the tn-inalici- ari-angemenis for our "And
In any came I- wouldn't be
wolfhound looking up at me marriage. It will take place next
afraid."
with something that did look a Wednesday. at two o'clock.
• * •
I
bit like adoration,
hope that will be convenient to
Morning came and the, big
"Ls that her name? Anna? I you, my darling, and that you gray hound
barked as the car
heard the old ladies in the gar- won't allow my son's extraordiroared away across the cobble..
today talking about a xpog. nary rudeness to distress you." stones
and over the bridge of
• else in the ballroom, and I "Oh, Papa, how can you do
the moat. The top was down
thought for a minute this was this!" Dinna burst. out. "Now
and the wind tore invigoratingly
a."
Niels will get in his car and at my hair.
'-"Good." Erik applauded. "You drive at a hundred miles an
"Should have put a scarf on,"
liave remembered your first hour. You know how he is."
said Otto, as strands came loose
Oanish word, even if your proOtto's face had gone the dark and blew across my face. "You
ssociation is a little odd."
color that I dreaded, since it slept soundly last night."
"It means a ghost, doesn't could herald one of his attacks.
"Yes, I did."
it?"
"Yes, I know how he is, and
"You locked your door."
"L.uise, may I ask how you I also know that it will serve
tome to be talking to the old him right If he breaks his neck.
"Against me, against your
Women?" Frue Dorothea asked, As for you, Dinna, I thought
husband."
3 Ole usual frost in her voice,
you loved your father and cared
"I'm only playing the game.
"She only went through the a little about'his happiness."
you told me to play."
Virden door," Otto Winther
"Papa, I do! But Niels-and
"It doesn't need
mid. -She didn't realize it was our poor darling Mama--" Din- to that extent," to be carried
he grumbled,
forbidden territory."
na was suddenly a child, with a but still good - temperedly
. "I
"Forbidden? Oh, no, surely distraught face, torn by con- was
a litUe cross with you, Are
Oot." The food and wine. after Meting loyalties. She stared at you going
to behave like this
the long exhausting day, had Otto with appealing eyes, then,
until after our wedding?"
been exactly what I needed. I like her brother, abruptly fled
"If we have another wedWas tremendously heartened to from the room,
ding," I said equably.
find my spirit coming back. I
Otto leaned hack, breathing
He looked at me in surprise,
a had been a bit afraid I was go- heavily.
then had to give his attention
mi bog to turn into a timid in"Perhaps. Mania, now that to the road. We
were traveling
gratiating creature simply for the young have left us, you
at a good speed already.
the sake ..of. peace. But Erik's would like to complete the ruin
"Are you making comments
oonversation, and this silly of our dinner. What would you
about my driving, Lute.? I'll go
groveling hound at my feet, had like to say? Or Erik? Perhaps
a little slower if you're nervous.
helped, too
you can add to this torture of Or is it something
else you're
"I don't intend to ignore a Lute.."
hinting at?"
charity right on our doorstep,"
With the greatest -delibera"I suppose if I had had the
I said. "Since my husband has tion, Frue Dorothea began. Fix- turret
room on the second floor,
been generous enough to found ing her cold gaze on me, she you would
have insisted on comthis home. I certainly mean to said, "Before Luise takes this
ing in. anyway,- I said.
a give my services in any way irrevocable step, Otto, she must,
He shot me another look, then
that I can."
of course, be warned."
laugherd. with complete good
"Aren't you being a little preOtto's face began to darken
mature, Luise?" Frue Dorothea again.
, "So that's it. You've been exsaid, after a small silence.
"What am I to be warned ploring. My mother
has been
It was Otto who was being about 7" I asked.
dropping some hints in her
lIngratiating, not me. He said
"Nothing." said Otto violent- friendly way?
Well, I admit
quickly, "If you mean Luise is ly. "Nothing that you don't
that room did have a certain
premature In referring to me as know. My mother is referring to
convenience for me. Cristina
per husband, that's simply split- my attacks. That's all."
was a complete invalid and no
Ong hairs, Marna."
There was no doubt that the longer a wife to
me for senteral
"Rs it
old woman was deflated.
years before her death. But I
, The implacable voice, and the
"You know about them al- make you a promise
that from
wttool stares of the youngsters ready. Luise?"
now on the room will be closed.opposite, nearly threw me again. "I haven't kept them a se"And locked?"
t deliberately lifted my hand, cret." Otto was saying. -Luise
We went around a curve in
and let the candlelight play on isn't frightened of .them. Der
tilt road too fast. We were comthe yellow diamond. Then I you think she would be?"
ing into the beechwoods, the
looked into Otto's eyes, and
"1 thought she may be afraid road a long dark aisle
beneath
Murmured, "It was a forgiv- of having your children," Frue the overhangin
g boughs.
able mistake, wasn't
dar- Dorothea said. I looked at her
I went on. "Otto, why do you
ling?"
in amazement, wondering what keep Cristina's room
locked?"
- Otto lifted my hand and kind of a 'woman she could be
"Who told you that? Manic
- kissed. it. Niels Made a rude to make such a calculating cruel again? She
might have gone on
sound of disgust. then stood up remark to her own son. Or per- to explain that
the room has
arid abruptly left the table, Din- haps, what kind of a son Otto unhappy association
s for me,
na turned to look after him, her had been to her That last and by keeping
it locked I can
eye!, - aide and uncertain, and thought, of which I was heartily
pretend it ain't there_ Childish,
Just a little ashamed as they ashamed, made me get up and perhaps?
But I am a wimple
flicked bark to me. Erik watch- go to stand ipeside Otto, putting man in many ways."
ed Otto 'and me with interest, my arm around his shoulders.
And I realized that I had just He immediately toiik my hand
A WHIMS accident makes
made niy
ft....1 an actress.
and pressed it affectionately.H Lulae vulnerable to despair.
Prim* DonAhea had said notli- Erik .was watching- • US,
4 TO,/ -Be Continued Tomorrow).
From iiic novel publi.11,11 by Coward -McCann lip Copyright I' 1967. 19631 by Dunithy
••
Distributi•el -by king Fraturi•ii Synth. ate
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Letter To Editor
(Continued From Page I)

the American public to see. 1:
appears to me that this is dia •
crimination. The networks divhistorical and travel books.
erted seven hours to Martin Lu
133 MARGARET SAVILLE
His red transistor radio is
ther King (live coverage) in
LONtION qiPP — Prince beside
his plain. white
eluding scores of political pub.
Charles. heir to the British We in (he bedroom -covered
actrobilie•
lic figures and it seemed im
throne, will make some nice the study.
portant that the President be
girl a good husband
He also has a powerfulrepresented by Vice President
As if being heir to the mon- American -made recoid player
Humphrey. In my opinion, Govarchy andate a vast fortune in a teak cabinet Prince Philernor Wallace should have been
weren't sufficient qualifications. ip cave it to him last Christgiven respect at least equal to
consider that Charlee. the 19- mas.
that of Martin Luther King. I
-yearold son of Queen ElizaHe has brought to school a
can not recall any other governbeth and Prince Philip knows box of favorite records, includment official dying when our
as much about cooking as he ing ballet music. cello pieces
American Flag was not flown
does about such royal subjects and some traditional jarz The
at half mast. I do not recall
as constitutional law.
drums particularly fascinate
when the President of the UnitHe can make 1m, bake him in the latter He has tried
ed States ever •proclaimed a day
cakes and biscuits and has his hand as a drummer as sell
of mourning for anyone. (Other
been at home on the 'kitchen) as playing the cello and plan
than King.)
range since he' was 10 years
The prince has joined ti.
I think the news media (radio
old. This talent cornea:an han- Music Society at the university
and TV) have discriminated in
dy at Trinity College, Cam- and just might be leading cell-bridge, where he whips up a ist at a concert soon He apthe coverage of the death and
peared with the Gordonstoun
few tidbits for his chums.
funeral of Governor Wallace. I
Charles. who is majoring in school orchestra in public on
wonder if a Governor of one
AMONG CASUALTIES of that Israeli-Egyptian artillery duel
archaeology and anthropology. several occasions
of the Northern, Eastern or
OF MICE AND ARTICHOKES The cameru catches a field mouse, one of an onslaught of
UCIVS. Nouthern tip of the Suez Canal is this dead
also has added a few touches
Charles also has a• set of
horse.
Western States died, would they
thousands, eating through an artichoke ihope you choke, Arty, In the Salinas Valley in
of interior decoration to his
Beyond is rubble in the town of Suez, which took most of the
be given as little recognition
California. A lb minion el-up of sonic 50 growers IN endangered. They plan to sow the
quarters —another quality Welsh language course recajds
Israelis' two and one-half hour4 of shelling.
1 Radiophoto
as Governor Wallace has refields with poisened oat groats If that doesn't work, goodby 90 per cent of our artichokes.
bound to impress a princess on- because_ he needs to learn
ceived. I thought it was very
the tongue-twisting pronuncithe lookout for a future king.
rude for the Civil Rights march
laas listraselathe plater-old- ations for_ his investiture' siextt
Kentucky PUtelikse Area Hog to have been sponsored at air
HOff
fashioned mahogany furniture year as Prince of Wales.
Market Report Includes 9 Buy- under the circumstances and
with bright - orange cushions
The prince temporarily is to
Aspecially to have continued on
ing Stations
and a Stewart tartan rug, a leave Cambridge for a term at
Receipts 330 Head, Barrows and to Montgomery.
gift from the Queen Mother, the University of Wales at
Federal State Market News
I cannot help but wonder if
Gilts, 25r Higher: Sows, Steady
which is draped over the easy- Aberystwyth just before the
Service, Friday, July 19, 1968 to 50c Lower.
the news media is afraid to
chair The white walls are dec- July investiture and wants to
orated with some prints of an- be able to talk in Welsh.
US 2-3 200-230 lbs ;20.50-21.00, show the Wallace story for fear
tique cars which the prince has
Few 1-2's up to $2125: it would give George C. WalAt Cambridge he is getting secretary-companion
lace some free publicity.
transferred from the tiny cubi- numerous invitations
US
190-230
2-4
lbs $20.00-20.50;
However he does go to smal
to priWe are facing a serious sitcle where he slept at his old vate parties but
US 2-4 190-250 lbs $19.50-20.00;
almost all are gatherings at a modest
uation when Miss Jane Reeder,
*Cottish school of Gordons- politely refused When
house US 3-4 250-280 lbe $19.00-19.50;
he does In
Cambridge
side street
a school teacher in Trenton,
[min.
lo out he is accompanied by shared by his cousin
and close SOWS:
In addition to books needed his equerry, Squadron
N. J., can be dismissed for exUS
1-2
270-350
Leader friend. Prince
lbs
$16.00-17.00. pressing her own views with
Richard
of
for current studies. Prince John Checketts,
who acts as Gloucester, and three
US
1-3
300-450
Um $150016.00;
othe•
Charles has a shelf of poetry.
reference to the eulogy of Marstudents.
US 2-3 400-600 lbs $14.00-15.00.
tin Luther King in the school
and also the dismissal of Howard Miller, a disc joceky in Chicago, for expressing his views.
I wonder what the future of
the country will be if Rap
Brown, Stokely Carmichael and
other known agitators are perO'SULLIVAN
By JOAN
mitted to openly denounce the
'THE FIRST meal f a vaUnited States and not be procation day :a more apt to
secuted to the full extent of
te brunch than oreakfast bethe law as has been the policy.
ause. for most peaple, sleepWhat influence could Martin
.ng late---or at :east a bit
'Luther King have on President
1ater—is one cf the a.s.s
Johnson that would cause him
being -away from the
to delay his important "peace"
Since brunch is a treari-orsi
trip to Hawaii'whileso many of
treakfast-lunch mice: 1.neeeds
c
our boys are dying on the batta be on the hearty side. And,.
field.
'tie
s_nce there's no need to rush—
ELEPHANTS AM USED to help clear the wreckage after collapse of the rain-sogged Clyde
D. V. Bullard
no bus or train to catch—the
Beatty Circus tent in Auburn, N.Y. It thucked down on some 1,400 spectators, and
more
RR 2
menu can be a_ba '--re eatsthan four score had to be hospltahzed
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